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Abstract 

The elastic proton-deuteron backward reaction is analyzed within a covariant 

approach based on the Bethe-Salpeter equation with realistic meson-exchange in- 

teraction. Lorentz boost and other relativistic effects in the cross section and spin 

correlation observables, like tensor analyzing power and polarization transfer etc., 

are investigated in explicit form. Results of numerical calculations for a complete 

set of polarization observables are presented. 
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1 Introduction 

Presently a wideranging program of precisely investigating the structure of the lightest 

nuclei is under consideration. There are new proposals to study the polarization character- 

istics of the deuteron using both hadsonic [l, 21 and electroniagnetic probes (cf. [3. J]). B+ 

sides the goal of checking fundamental results of quantum chromodynamics (for instance. 

the study of the Q2 evolution of the Gerasimov-Drell-Hearn sum rule [3]) the envisaged 

esperinients focus on a complete reconstruction of the amplitude of the corresponding 

process [1, 4, 51 and an overall investigation of the nuclear momentum distribution r2, 61. 

The simplest reactions with hadron probes are processes of forward or backward scatter- 

ing of protons off the deuteron. The extensive experimental study of these reactions has 

started a decade ago in Dubna and Saclay (cf. [ G ,  7, 8, 91) and is planned to be continued 

in the nearest future at COSY [2]. One may classify this type of reactions as inclusive 

break-up processes, exclusive quasi-elastic scattering and elastic processes. A comnion 

feature of these processes is that in a collinear geometry, the measured momenta of the 

fragments are directly connected with the argument of the deuteron wave function in the 

momentum space, supposed the reaction mechanism is dominated by the one-nucleon es- 

change. In such a wa4- a direct experimental investigation of the momentum distribution 

within the deuteron in a large interval of internal momenta seems to be accessible. By 

using polarized particles one may investigate as well different aspects of spin-orbit inter- 

action in the deuteron and obtain hints on the role of non-nucleon degrees of freedom 

in the deuteron wave function, like A isobars, NN excitations and so On. An encourag- 

ing fact here is that the edracted momentum distributions from different reactions with 

electromagnetic and hadron probes are rather similar, and therefore a realization of ex- 

peri~nental programs a t  different facilities may provide a quite complete information on 

the internal structure of the deuteron. 

Kowaclays the elastic proton-deuteron (PD) backward scattering with both polarized 

protons and deuterons receives a renewed interest [2]. A distinguished peculiarity of 

this process is that tvithin the impulse approxiniation the cross section is proportional 

te, the foirrth power of tlie deuteron wave function, contrary to the break-up and quasi- 

elastic reactions which are proportional to the second power of the wave function. This 

nirtkes the processes of elastic scattering much more sensitive to the theoretically assumed 

niedirtnisms. and ewn a slight modification of the deuteron wave function may result in 

sig~iificarit deviatioris from the calculated cross section. However, as pointed out by Iasan 

[IO:, Frarikfiirt arid Strik~nan [II] and Itarmanov [12] the polarization observables, like 



tensor analyzing power and polarization transfer, are exactly as those obtained for tlre 

break-up and qiiasi-elastic scattering in the non-relativistic limit. Beyond both the non- 

relativistic limit and the impulse approximation the polarization observables differ for 

different processes. Hence, a combined analysis of data on polarization characteristics 

from the above mentioned three processes will constrain the basic reaction mechanism 

and the role of non-nucleon degrees of freedom and relativistic effects in the deuteron. 

Another peculiarity of elastic backward or forward pD reactions is that the aniplitude 

of the processes is determined by only four complex helicity amplitudes, and a coniplete 

reconstruction of these amplitudes seems possible in one experimental set-up. For this it 

is sufficient to measure 10 independent observables as proposed in refs. [5, 131. Certainly 

this does not mean that the realization of such an exhausting experiment will determine 

entirely the deuteron structure; only within the non-relativistic impulse approxiniation 

the cross section is directly related to the deuteron wave function. 

First measurements of polarization observables, such as the tensor analyzing power T20 

and polarization transfer rc, have been performed in Dubna 17, 14, 151 and Saclay [8, 91. 

Theoretically the elastic pD scattering has been studied by many authors [16, 17, 18, 19, 

201. It has been shown that the cross section can not be satisfactorily described within 

the non-relativistic impulse approximation and that other mechanisms, e.g., described 

by meson-exchange triangle diagrams [19, 201, are important. Besides the importance of 

other mechanisms, the role of relativistic corrections within the impulse approximation has 

been studied by several authors already some time ago (see [17, 181 and further references 

therein) within the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) formalism. The unpolarized cross section arid 

the tensor analyzing power have been numerically computed in a fully covariant n7ay and 

a comparison with polarization data, available a t  this time, has been made. Ho~sever, in 

view of the present experimental situation and futnre proposals [I, 2, 5: 131 a detailed 

covariant investigation of the role of relativistic corrections, such as Lorentz boost e f f ~ t s  

and contributions of negatil-e-energu TI-aves etc. is still laccking. In thc prcsent paper an 

attempt is presented to fill this gap. 

We focus here on a detaileti study of the elastic pD amplittid~ within t l ~  BS itpprowh 

by using the nunierical solution obtained with a realistic mit.-bsson ~ s d i i ~ t l g ~  interitc3tion 

121: 221. It is known that one of the unpIeasmr features wittliri t h ~  BS forriirtlisr-ii is the  

cumbersomeness of the final expressions for the ealcu1:ttt.d obser~ablrs arid diffiriilries in 

their physical interpretation (cf. refs. [11. 23, 241). fi tliis paper W try to awid rhis 

problern and present our resulrs in c~ form as simple as possihle. Fm tftis s i i k ~  W 'icpmtw 

the contributions of thc positiw-energy mves anti idm~ify t h ~ r n  in thi3 non-r~lativistii~ 



limit. The contributions of the Lorentz boost effects and the negative-eriergy waves in 

the deuteron are then calculated in leading Order. That means, in the fiilly covariant 

results we keep the first orders of negative-energy P waves and the leading-oder terrns of 

a Taylor espansion. In this Tvay we are able to  separate and to investigatc in esplicit form 

the contribution of the Lorentz boost effects and negative-energy waves to the arriplitudc, 

cross section and polarization observables as weil. Results of niimerical calciilations for a 

complete set of observables are also presented. 

Our paper is organized as follows: In section I1 the kinernatics of the process is descrihed. 

and the covariant arnplitude is derived in details in section 111. Since thc covariant cx- 

pressions within the BS approach are rather lengthy aricl sirice in thc? prorediire of tlic 

arrangement of results in parts containing non-relativistic formulac arid bomt efkcts arid 

relativistic corrections separately, it is very important to provide a clear defi~iition of all 

the relevant variables. In sections IV - V1 a complete set of polarization obscrvables is 

defined in terms of BS wave functions. The non-relativistic limit, Lorentz boost cffects 

and relativistic corrections are studied analytically and numerically for the cross section 

and for a dass of polarization observables. A comparison with available experimental 

data is also made. In section V11 an interpretation of the relativistic corrections in ternns 

of non-relativistic meson-eschange like contributions is performed. TO do so we solve 

the BS equation for the negative-energy P waves in the one-iteration approsimation and 

express explicitly the 3P:- and 'P:- waves via the non-relativistic S and D waves of 

the deuteron. The obtained result for the elastic amplitude is found in a form being very 

similar to amplitudes computed in the non-relativistic picture when estimating the role of 

N f i  pair currents in electromagnetic processes. Some cumbersome expressions and useful 

formulae are collected in the Appendices A and B. 

2 Kinematics 

]Te consider the elastic backward scattering reaction of the type 

p + D = p t ( 8  = 180') + D'. 

The different.ia1 cross section of the reaction (1) in the Center of mass system (c.m.s.) of 

colliding particles reads 

where s is the Rlaridelstam variable denoting the total energy squared in the c.m.s., and 

i\/l is the invariant amplitude of the process. In the case of backward scattering the cross 



sectiori eq. (2) deperids only on one kinematical variable which ixsually is chosen as s. 

Other variables can be expressed via s by using energy conservation. For instance, the 

Mandelstam variable u is u = (f'f; - m2)2/s, while the c.m.s. momentum is p" - t /4  

etc. Here Md and m stand for the deuteron and nucleon masses, respecti~ely. Then in 

the c.m.s we define tlie relevant kinematical variables as follows: the four-rnomenta of 

particles read 

D = (E ,  p), P = ( E ,  -P), D' = ( E ,  -P), P' = ( 6 ,  P), (3) 

and the polarization four-vectors of the deuteson with polarization indices M and Ai' can 

be tvritten as 

where E,(' are the three-polarization vectors in the rest frame of the deuteron, 

The proton spinors are normalized as ü(p)u(p) = 2m with 

where X, denotes the usual two-dimensional Pauli spinor. 

In what follows n-e shall widely exploit as variable the momentum of the outgoing proton, 

Plnb, in the rest frame of the incoming deuteron, which we here define as laboratory 

system. The relation between c.m.s. and laboratory system is simply expressed by ]PI = 

2mplnb/&. 

Now we proceed with an analysis of the general properties of the iniiariant amplitiide 

M. In principle, the amplitude M for the elastic fermion-vector-bom scattering has 

been studied in detail and is well known (see, for instance refs. [;J> 13> 2511, nevertlidess 

for the sake of completeness we preseiit here some of the most iriiportarit characteristics 

of M. 

The process of t.he elastic pD scattering is determined by 12 independerit partial anigli- 

tudes [25]. Howex-er. in case of fort~ard or backward scattering, due to the corisersatio~i 

of the total helicity of colliding particles, only four amplitiides rernain iridepentlerit, itnd 

these four amplitudes determine all the possible polarization obsersables of the process. 



There are many waxs of representing these four amplitudes. In order to emphasize ex- 

plicitly the transition between initial and final states with fixed helicities it is convenitmt 

to represent M in the c.ri1.s. in a two-dimensional spin space for the proton spinors ancl 

three-dimensional space for the deuteron spin characteristics. In this casc the manifest 

covariance of the amplitude is lost. However the analysis and final formulae become riiuch 

simpler and transparent. Moreover, by making use of eqs. (3) - ('I) all the polarizatio~i 

characteristics of the reactiori may be expressed via the corresporiding qua~itities ewlu- 

ated in the deuteron rest frame. This gives another advaritage of such an analysis, narnely 

i t  allotvs for a straightforward non-relativistic limit, in ~articular avoiding thc problem of 

boosting or not the non-relativistic polarization vectors from the rest frarne to the c.ni.s. 

It  is worth eniphasizing that in such a representation of the invariant amplitudc, in äpitc. 

of the fact that it is not explicitly covariant, its form is the most general onc arid valid in 

both the relativistic picture and the non-relativistic limit as well. 

In this paper we keep our notation as close as possible to the one used in refs. [5, 131. 

Hence the total amplitude is mitten in the form 

M = x $ 3 x ,  (8) 

with 

3 = JI (SwSfl) + B (nS,) (nJM1) + iC (C . [SM X J&rI) + ( ~ n )  (n . [1;, X ELI), (9) 

where n is a unit vector parallel to the beam direction; A, B,C and D are the partial 

amplitudes of the pD elastic scattering process depending on the initial energy. Then the 

Cross section (2) is determined by Tr(3+ F). In the following we suppress the subscripts 

M and M' of the polarization vectors J, bearing in mind that in computing observables 

the summation over these indices results in the completeness relation for [ or in the 

polarization density matrix of the deuteron, tvhich reads in covariant form [26] 

C ,V JLJN = (-gpu+ DpDu) , 

where (Ttj)pV = i~„,~DY/-ll~; SD is the spin vector, and Qo stands for the alignment 

tensor of the deuterori. V, X - - - are Lorentz indices, and we use the metric g„ ~ ~ i t l l  

sigriature -2. 



In the three-dimensional representation for the deuteron polarization and two-dimensional 

Pauli matrices for the nucleon states the corresponding density matrices can be cast in 

the simple forrn 

mhere PP is the proton polarization three-wctor, sD and Q D  are spiri and terisor polar- 

ization operators (actually 3 X 3 matrices) of the deuteron. 

3 The one-nucleon exchange mechanism 

IVe investigate here the relativistic one-nucleon exchange defined by the diagram depicted 

in fig. 1. Using the kinematics shown in fig. 1 and working with the Mandelstam tech- 

nique [27], the one-nucleon exchange contribution to the elastic amplitude within the BS 

formalism is 

M = ü(pl) (D, q )  3 2  l?(Dt, ql) U (P). (14 

T(D, q )  denotes the BS vertex function of the deuteron; gz = I/ (612 - 6 + m) is the 

nucleon propagator, and = %I'+%. We use the abbreviation D = D'yp svhen contacting 

a four-vector tvith Dirac matrices. The momenta q  and q' are fived by the conditions 

D12 f q  = p' and Dt/2 + q1 = p. The vertex function r ( D ,  q)  is the solution of the BS 

equation for the deuteron bound state. The BS equation and consequently its solution 

r ( D ,  q )  are sixteen-component objects in the spinor space. To solve the BS equation and 

to compute observables within the BS formalism one usually represerits the vertes furiction 

r ( D ,  q )  as a 4 X 4 matrix arid utilizes a decomposition of r ( D ,  q) os-er a complete set of 

matrices in the sisteen-dimensional spinor space. Xs nientioned in ref. [24], the clioice of 

the representation of the matrices depends On tlie special attacked problcrui. Xctiially in 

some calculations it is convenient to combine tsvo representations, narriely the cornplete 

Set of Dirac matrices (to perform explicit nunierical calculations) and thc so-called / I  spin 

classification of the partial vertices PS] (to havc a. niore transparent pliysical inrerpri-.tatiori 

of the obtained results; for details consult ref. [24, 291). In the present paper we use ~nainly 

the p spin classification? however tlie numerical calculatioris haw been pwfonnrtl in terrns 

of the solution of the BS equatiori ohtained in the Dirac basis jll, 22, 301. Not i c~  that 

the sslrrtion of the BS equation has beeri obtairicd ~ I I  the deriteron rtst frarlic, n-fierrvts 



corisidering the aniplitude (14) it is Seen that a t  least one vertex r ( D ,  q) is defined in a 

System where the deuteron is moving. Obviously in this case one may esplicitly boost 

the vertex r ( D ,  q) fror11 the rest frame to the c.rn.s. arid analyze the amplitiidc: (14) in 

terms of a BS solution at rest and Lorentz boost effects separatelg. Our experience shows 

that in this w y  one obtains ratlier cumbersome expressions and a relatively simple and 

physically nieaningful analysis of results is straitened. Therefore, we represcnt thc BS 

vertex function in a comriant form with eight invariant scalar functions (see Appendix 

-4). Observing that in the process depicted in fig. 1, in each vertex r(D, q) one niicleon 

is on the mass shell, the part contributing to the am~li tude (14) niay be writtcn in a 

form exactly coinciding with the one used, for instance, by Gross [23] or Iireister arid Tjon 

where hi are invariant scalar functions depending on the invariants q2 and Dq. Then after 

summation over the spins in eq. (2) one gets the Cross section in a fully covariant form in 

terms of the relativistic BS solutions T(D, q) as 
d a  

- - 1 1  
dR - -Tr [(P' + m ) r ( ~ ,  q ) s 2 F ( ~ ' ,  q')(P + m)r(D1, ~ ' )&F(D, q)] , (16) 64r2s 6 

where, when replacing r (D,  q) by eq. (15) and summing over the deuteron Spins, orle 

should make use of eqs. (10) or (11) in dependence of the initial and final states of the 

particles in a concrete measurement. 

Eq. (16) together with eqs. (10) and (11) completely determine all characteristics of the 

process. When computing the trace in eq. (16) one obtains a fully covariant relativistic 

expression of all observables. In our calculations we use a suitable algebraic formula 

manipulation code which, within the representation of the solution of the BS equation 

in the form (15); delivers the co-variant, but rather cumbersome results (for examples 

cf. ref. [ lq) .  These results have been tested by evaluating the non-relativistic limits for 

the cross section ancl polarization observables. Howe~er, further investigations re l~ing 

ori these lengthy analytical expressions seem to be almost impossible. Therefore, for an 

esplicit study of the influence of the Lorentz boost effects and other relativistic corrections 

we shall investigate different aspects of the amplitude M in eq. (2) instead of the cross 

section (16). 

By substitiiting eq. (15) into eq. (14) and making use of the Gordon identity, 

~ ( p ' .  sr)[fi(j - m) + (j' - m)ii]u(pi s)  = 0: one can represent the amplitude in the form 
0 

M = & .ii(pl) Ri u ( p )  
a= I 

(17) 



with sis invariant scalar functions Ri and six covariant spin structiires defined as 

At first glance there seems to be a contradiction between eqs. (18) and (19) and the 

general expression (9), namely instead of four amplitudes our result contains sis different 

structures. However it is straightforward to prove that the six covariant spin structures 

in eqs. (18) and (19) in the collinear kinematics reduce to exactly four independent forms. 

For instance, taking into account that, in case of forward or backward clastic scattering, 

the expression (D -$I) has no spatial component in the c.m.s. the three structures R2, R5 

and Rs are equivalent and determine the amplitude B in eq. (9) (see beloiv). The structiire 

(e may be cast into the form of eq. (9) by esploiting Dirac" matris tilgebrat 

Then it is Seen that anlong the sis amplitnides eqs. (18) arid (19) only four arc i11drpc.n- 

dent in collinear kiriematics. She correspondence between eq. (9j ancl ecis. (13) arid (19) 

becomes ob~ious if the fornier are writteri in the c.nl.s. In tfiis case, 



(Md + E - m - E)" 2(c2 - m2 - EEI) 
X + in(< X E') 

flfd(ilfd + E) (m + 6) 1% 

I t  is morth stressing again that, in spite of these six covariant spin structures RI . . . RB 

being mitten in c.m.s. have lost their explicit covariance, they still determine the covariant 

arnplitude M of the process. The corresponding invariant scalar functions & defined by 

eqs. (20) - (25) may be computed in any reference frame. Since the numerical solutions [22] 

of the BS equation have been obtained in the deuteron rest frarne, we also express Ri in 

this system. When one nucleon is on the mass shell, i.e. &fd/2 + qo = E;, the invariant 

functions hi are of the form (see Appendix A) 

where g, are the BS vertex functions in the deuteron rest system and all the kinematical 

variables in eqs. (34) - (37) should be evaluated in this system. 

Hzwirig determined the amplitude by eqs. (17) - (34) one ma'; define various polarization 

characteristirs of the process. Eniploying the notation used in refs. [5 ,  13, 251 we define 



the Set of all possible polarization observables for the non-covariant amplitude (8) by 

where tlie subscripts X and H (X' and H') refer to the polarization characteristics of the 

initial (find) proton and deuteron respectively; C,!, is the Pauli matrix, and D stands for 

a set of 3 X 3 operators defining the deuteron polarization. Note that the introduced sub- 

scripts may appear as either single index or double indices in dependence on the reaction 

conditions. For instance, 0,O -+ 0,O means a process with unpolarized particles, 1%-hile 

0, N N  -+ 0, N N  means the tensor-tensor polarization of the initial and final deuterons 

parallel to the normal of the reaction plane direction. 

At this point it is worth mentioning that the numerical solution of the BS equation 

has been obtained in the Euclidean space-time mith imaginary time component qo of the 

relative momentum q. In the process under consideration qo is fixed and real. Hence, one 

needs either a numerical procedure for an analytical continuation of the amplitudes to the 

real relative energy axis (cf. [17]) or another recipe [32] for using the numerical solutions 

in this case. 

We rely on the analysis of the BS partial vertices performed in ref. [%I, where the 

dependence of S and D tvave vertices upon the relative energy is shown to be smooth, 

contrary to the amplitudes which display a strong dependence on qo. Therefore, in our 

calculations, we can replace, at moderate values of qo, the S and D vertices by their 

values a t  qo = 0 with good accuracy. The P vertices can be expanded into Taylor series 

around qo = 0 up to a desired order in po/m. Then the corresponding derivatives can be 

computed numerically along the imaginary axis since they are analytical functions of qo 

1321 

Finally, to Cast our forniulae in a more familiar form, known from non-relativistic cal- 

culations, we introduce the notion of BS wave functions [U, 23, 241 



referred to as the non-relativistic result. The Parts containing the negative-energy waves 

are of a purely relativistic origin and consequently they manifest genuine relativistir 

correction effects. The weights of these functions are quite sndl[24,  331 arid we shall 

neglect all tlie terms proportional to only interferences between 'Ps.D m d  *„,, 
are kept in our results. Besides the mentioned relativistic effects therc! is another ~ ~ i i r c c  

of relativistic corrections, narnely the so-called Lorentz boost effects ste~iiriii~ig froni thc 

transformation of the BS wave functions from the c.m.s. to thc deiiteron rclst frrtnie. 

5 Lorentz boost effects 

A straiglitforward way to study effects of the Lorentz boost is to cosriparc! thc xiori- 

relativistic results with those obtained in the BS formalism by eqiiating to Zero all contri- 

butions from the negative-energy waves leming only the coritributiori of thc maws 

In the non-relativistic case, the Cross section arid the spin amplitudes take ainiplc form 

1.1 131 

where in eqs. (42) - (45) the relative momentum q and appropriate sign conventions arc 

introduced in the definition of the non-relativistic wave functions u(q) and w(q). Note that 

in rion-relativistic calculations there are ambiguities in treating the internal momeritiirrl 

q. It is not clear in what frame of reference the argument of the non-relati~istic wt.avc 

ftmctions u(q) and w(q) should be evaluated: is q to be computed in the three-bodu 

center of mass frame as proposed in ref. [34] or should one use the deuteron rest franle 

[20] in defining the deuteron wa\-e function? At small momenta these alternatives becoriic 

identical. hosvex-er a difference occurs already at intermediate energies Plab 0.2 . . . 0.3 

GeJr/c. In the covariant BS approach this problem is solved by using invariant amplitudcs 

hi(q2; Dq) and b.; taking into account the boost effects. 

Stibstitutirig eqs. (28) - (31) into eqs. (16) and (38) and expanding the result irito 



Taylor series around Pib/2m2 and keeping the leading terms we obtain the contribution 

of positive-energy BS maves in the form 

where tlie Lorentz boost effects are represented by L(fiab) defined as 

It is seen that the results within the BS approach recover the non-relativistic formulae in 

the leading order in 4ab/2m2 and receive additional corrections from the Lorentz boost 

effects. At small values of fiab these corrections are negligible but at  moderate values 

of eab they become important and may give up to 30 - 40% contributions in the non- 

relativistic cross section. Note that within the one-nucleon exchange mechanism, f iab  is 

kinematically restricted so that the Taylor expansion in eqs. (46) - (51) is justified since 

Pib/2m2 < 1 in the whole range of the initial energy JS. 
The elastic cross section for a process with unpolarized particles evaluated within the 

BS formalism is shown in fig. 2. The dashed line is the contribution of only positive- 

energy BS functions Qs and QD (to be compared with the dotted line which represents 

the computation of the cross section in the non-relativistic limit with Bonn potential 1351). 

The long-dashed curve represents the corrections from pure Lorentz boost effects. The 

solid line is the result of full BS calculations by exploiting the nunierical soliitions [21, 22, 

2-21 of the BS equation with a realistic kerne1 with n, W ,  P: 0. q, S exchanges. Esperiinaital 

data are taken from refs. [20, 361. The relativistic effects coming from the negative-energy 

mves are much smaller and they are not displayed here. From fig. 2 it becoilies clear that 

tlie Lorentz boost effects becorne essential at  Plub > 0.5 GeVJc. This is an iiriderstandnIAe 

effects, since it is expected that the boost corrections should increase xith iricreasing initial 

energy. Remind that the region PZab > 0.5 GeT/c corresponds alrcady to rather high iiiitial 

energies. say Tkis - 6 Gel-. (The kinematics of the process is so that at & t l i ~  

monlentum of the detected slow proton becornes fiaa -+ 0.75 m.) 



A coniparison with esperimental data shows that the one-nucleon excharige mechanism 

alone does not describe satisfactorily the Cross section and that other mechanism should 

be considered [19. 201. One should keep in mind, however, that measiirements of the cross 

section in the strict backward direction are rather difficult and mariy esperiniental data 

are presented as estrapolations of d o l d S 1  obtained in nearly backward direction to the 

exact backward angle 116, 361. In view of the very strong angular deperiderice of thc: cross 

section the data from different groups differ noticeably (see fig. 2 in ref. [17] and fig. 27 

in ref. [ 1 6 ] ) .  This, together with the above mentioned sensitivity of the results to the 

chosen deuteron wave function, generates uncertainties in a detailed coinparisons with 

data. It is not our aini here to improve the agreement with the data, but we ixitend to  

proceed with our methodological study within the well defined framework of the irnpulse 

approximat ion. 

The Lorentz boost does not affect at all the polarization characteristics defined by 

eq. (38), as it should be. For instance, a dir& calculation of the cross section eq. ( 1 6 )  

with the density matris ( 1 1 )  results in the known non-relativistic formulae for the tensor 

analyzing power T 2 0  = - X ~ J , N N + ~ , ~ / ~ ~  and the polarization transfer K = ~ X O , L + L , O / ~  

-*% ( f i a b )  - 2 f i * ~ ( f i a b ) * D ( ~ l a b )  T"R - 
20 -&i *S(eab)  + * $ ( p l a b )  

7 

- 1 q $ ( f i a b )  - @$(fiab)  + * s ( f i a b ) ~ ~ ( f i a b ) / f i  KNR - 
&i q S  ( f i a b )  $. q$ ( f i a b )  

Observe that in the non-relativistic limit the polarization characteristics eqs. ( 5 2 )  a ~ i d  

( 5 3 )  in the elastic pD elastic scattering exactly coincide with ones in the reactions of 

inclusive 15, 61 or esclusive [2] deuteron break-up processes. In the relativistic case such 

simple relations among polarization observables do not hold. From this one may conclude 

that a combined analysis of data obtained within different processes would allow for an 

estimate of the role of relativistic corrections in the deuteron wave function. 

6 Relativistic corrections 

In this section we present results of numerical calculations of the contribution to the 

polarization observables coming from the negative-energy P tw-es. We are going to 

investigate the tensor analyzing power and polarization transfer. 

Tliere are t ~ o  factors of smallness in computing relativistic corrections: the term 

Plib/2m%nd terms proportional to the negative-energy P waves in the BS amplitude. In 

estimating corrections to eq. ( 4 6 )  we espand the result of the trace operation in eq. ( 1 6 )  



and oiir results of calculating eqs. (28) - (33) into Taylor series around qzb/2,m2 and 

keep only the leading terriis relative to negative-energy waves and to F&,/Sm2. The final 

results for the relativistic effects reads for the Cross section 

and for the tensor analyzing power Tz0 

and for the polarization transfer K 

It  should be stressed that a comparison of the relativistic corrections (55) and (56) with 

those obtained for the deuteron break-up reaction [29, 371 demonstrates that in the elastic 

proton-deuteron scattering the polarization observables coincide tvieh the ones in the 

deuteron quasi-elastic and break-up processes only in the non-relativistic lirnit. Therefore, 

the data from these processes all together (cf. [14]) can determine the magnitude of the 

relativistic corrections and further constrain the deviation of the mechanism of these 

processes from the simple one-nucleon exchange picture. 

In fig. 3 results of calculations of the tensor analyzing power T20 in the elastic yD baek- 

ward reaction are presented. The long-dashed curve is the contribution of orily positive- 

energy BS waves eq. (aS), the dotted line represents the pure relativistic correctioris in 

eq. (55), while the solid line is the total result within tlie BS ft>ririalisrri. Espcrimtrrital 

däta (open and full circles) are frorii refs. 1';: 14, 151. For ~ h e  sake of coriiplctrncrss IVP 

present some experimental data for the deuteron break-up processes 561 (triaiigl~s) anti 

results of computation of T-0 wiithin the minimal relativization scheine j35. 3 i  wir11 thr 

Paris deuteron mn-e function [4O]. In fig. 3 it is seen that thr: thtror~ticnl cdciilt-ttions 

predict a change of sign in the Tzo whereas the cxprrimcntal ditta fsonz hotti dcuttwrri 



break-up and elastic scattering processes s h o ~  that remains negative in the ivholv 

interval of nieosured values of Plab. However, calculations with the positil-e-energy BS 

wax-e functions (long-dashed line) together with the relativistic corrections (dotted line) 

result in a better description of data. 

In fig. 4 similar calculations are presented for the ~olarization transfer 6. The dashed 

line is the contribution of the positive-energy BS wave functions eq. (53), while relativistic 

corrections eq. (56) are presented by the dotted line; the solid line is thc! total BS resiilt. 

-1s in the previous results the relativistic corrections in 6 are srnall for small and riioderate 

values of Plab, but become essential at higher values of the initial energies. 

7 Other spin observables 

As mentioned in ref. [5], one of the goals of the future experiments is a direct mm"mm- 

tion of the four complex amplitudes (9). For this one needs to nxmure '7 indepcndent 

observables, however as Seen from the above formulae, all polarization observables are bi- 

linear combinations of the amplitudes (9) so that the necessary number of mem.mnents 

at  given energy increases. A full set of polarisation observables for complete measurement 

has been proposed in refs. [5, 131. It is found that 10 spin observables, i.e. the t ~ o  of the 

first order, like Cross section and tensor analyzing power No,NN-+o,o, and 8 spin correla- 

tions of the second order, for instance ; F C O , I \ ; N - + ~ , ~ ~ ,  NO,NN+O,SS, NO,N-+O,LS, ~ ~ ~ o , N - + N , o ,  

XN,N-+O,O, XO,LS+N,O, NO,LS+O,O and ; F C O , ~ ~ - + o , ~ ~  could provide a complete anal~sis  of 

the spin amplitudes (9). 

In the previous section the results of relativistic calculations of the tensor analyzing 

power and polarization transfer from the initial deuteron to the final proton have been 

presented. In this section additional calculations of spin-correlation observables of the 

second order are performed. We consider here the proton vector-vector transfer, the 

deuteron vector-vector and tensor-tensor transfer coefficients. They read esplicitly 



wliere the first lines in each of eqs. (57) - (59) display the non-relativistic limit, while the 

second lines are the corresponding parts of purely relativistic corrections. 

Figs. 5 - 7 show these spin-correlation observables according to eqs. (57) - (59) calculated 

within the BS formalism; they are depicted as solid lines. The dashed lines show the 

contribution of the positive-energy BS waves (i.e., the non-relativistic limit), while the 

dotted lines are the relativistic corrections due to the contribution of P waves in the 

deuteron. It is Seen that the relativistic effects for the proton-proton transfer coefficients 

are negligible (see fig. 5) while for the deuteron-deuteron correlations these effects are 

essential at qab 2 0.5 GeV/c. 

It is interesting to notice that there are observables which in the non-relativistic limit 

are exactly Zero and therefore consist of relativistic corrections only. For instance the 

tensor-tensor transfer coefficient 310,LN+0,LN is predicted to vanish in the non-relativistic 

case, while within the BS formalism one gets 

where all the contributions from higher orders in %Fm2 hax-e been neglected. In spitc 

of the small value of this tensor-tensor correlation (sec: fig. 8) the nieasure~rients of such 

obsert-ables may directly quantify the importarice of relativistic P waws in the cl~uteron. 

-4s a conclusion of this sectiori we eniphasize that for sonie of thc compiited spiri ob- 

servables the relativistic effects are not too importa~it: whercas for a specific ralass of 

obsermbles (like the tensor-tensor correlations) admistures of P 'ii-aws in the d(wteso11 

m'; result in important corrections, for instance the coefficient (60) iliffrrrs froiri zsw d y  

diie to relativistic effects in the deuteron. 



8 One-iterat ion approximation 

The relativistic corrections in eqs. (55) - (60) are governed by negative-energ~ P wave 

states in the deuteron. This can be considered as a hint that admixtures of P mves within 

the BS approach are related to relativistic corrections by taking into account meson- 

eschmge currents and NN pair production diagrams [41] in the non-relativistic pictiire. 

To establish a correspondence between our results arid the rnentioned non-relativistic 

calculutions we estimate the contribution of the relativistic correctioris by computing 

the P wave vertices in the so-called "one-iteration approximation" [4S]. The gist of this 

approximation is as follotvs: In solving the BS equation by ari iteration ~~rocedure one puts 

as zeroth iteratiori the exact solution of the Schrödinger equation for S and D vertices and 

Zero for other mayes; then the P vertices are found by one iteration of the BS equation. 

Our esperience in solving numerically the BS equation shows that it converges rapidly 

for relatively small momenta < 1 GeV/c. That means when utilizing the exact rion- 

relativistic solutions, after one iteration the resulting P waves are not too far frorn the 

full solution. 

So  obtain analytical expressions for the negative-energy Braves we proceed with the 

mixed BS equation in the sense that the BS vertices are expressed via the BS amplitudes 

as 

where G(k) and @(P) are the BS vertex and amplitude respectively, ALes denotes the 

meson-nucleon coupling constant and yme, the meson-nucleon coupling vertex (for scalar, 

pseudo-scalar or vector couplings) . 

Then using the decomposition of G(k) and @(P) in the complete set of spin angular 

matrices r, (for details consult ref. [2$]) the BS equation for partial vertices g, and am- 

plitudes @, (here a accounts for the p spin indices of the corresponding partial amplitude) 

may be mitten in the form 

G i n g  the standard decomposition of the meson propagator over generalized Legendre 

functions Q[(z ) :  where + = (/PI2 + lk12 + 112 - (po - ko)2)/1@'~~L~ , one gets 



Thcse expressions are still the exact BS eqiiation in the ladder approximation. Further 

W assurne: 

(i) in the first approsimation the negative-energy wares are exactly zero, i.e., in eqs. (63) 

reniain only = Sf and D++, 

(ii) in the interaction kerne1 and in the vertex functions g S + ( ~ )  we neglect the 

tlependence on the relatire energy, i.e., Iti,p (k, p) = Il',p (I$/, Id) and g++(p) $++(C), f l ,  
(iii) the negative-energy waves are obtained by only one iteration of eq. (63). 

For the pseudo-scalar isovector exchange tve get 

where !Vs(r) and !VD(r) are the deuteron wave functions in the coordinate space. 

Then the result for the function !Vp5,, with a BS kerne1 mith pseudo-scalar one-boson 

exchange reads 

tvhere u(r) and w(r) are the non-relativistic deuteron wave functions in tlie coordimtte 

representation, and g: x 14.5 is the pion-nucleon coupling constant. The xiormalization 

fx tors  are 11; = fi (1) and 2% = -1 (fi) for iPp5 (Qp,) ~vtwtls. 

With this definition of the negative-energj- wawes orie m y  estixiiate tlie origiu sf tlip 

rdativistic corrections computed within the non-relwtivistic lirnit as additional contribu- 

t i m  to the impirlse approximation diagrams. such as nncsori exchangc rtirrents antl .Ya%- 

pair production currents. _is  an esaniple tve conipute xsithin tlie one-ircration apprt~xi- 

ination the an~plitude A which turns out to haw the siniplc forrii of a neglttiw-~iltqgi- 

xave contribution 

A = A~ t 32hae;, ma 



Substituting (70) into the expression for the amplitude eq. (71), the relativistic corrections 

in the one-iteration approximation become 

m-hich is similar to espressions obtained in non-relativistic evaluations of the so-called 

"catastrophic" and pair production diagrams in electro-disintegration processes of the 

deuterori [43] and which is also similar to results of computation of the triangle diagrams 

usually considered in the elastic pD processes [19, SO]. In our case these corrections 

may be represented as diagrams with meson eschange due to anti-nucleon degrees of 

freedom in the BS equation, as depicted in fig. 9. The remaining amplitudes B, C, D 

and, consequently, the cross section (54) and all the polarization observables (38) receive 

analogous corrections. From this it becomes clear that  generic relativistic calculations, 

even in impulse approximation, contain already to some extent specific meson-eschange 

diagrams, i.e., pair production currents, and one should pay attention on the problem of 

double counting when computing relativistic corrections beyond the spectator mechanism. 

9 Summary 

In Summary, we present an explicit analysis of various relativistic effects in elastic back- 

ward scattering of protons off deuterons within the Bethe-Salpeter formalism with a real- 

istic interaction kernel. To have a well defined framework for our methodological investi- 

gations we rely here on the impulse approximation. Shis allows to identify and investigate 

separately the contributions of the positive-energy waves, Lorentz boost corrections arid 

relativistic effects due to negative-energy waves. Particular attention is paid to the com- 

putation of the four spin amplitudes of the process within the Bethe-Salpeter approach. 

By ~~r r i t i~ ig  these amplitudes in the center of mass systern in a non-covariant form a dircct 

correspondence between our approach and the general phenomenological analysis of the 

process is founcl. In such a way a suitable representation of the polarization observables 

and a ~trai~htforward investigation of the non-relativistic limit are achieved. 

Nilmerical estimates of the Lorentz boost and other relativistic effects in the cross section 

and selected polarization observables, at kinematical conditions of ongoing and forthcorn- 

ing experi~nents [l, 21 are presented. It is found that in a complete set of polarization 

ahservables. proposed for a reconstruction of the aniplitude, relativistic corrections eitlpr 



may be negligible for a certain class of spin-correlations or play a crucial role for other 

observables. It is shown that the one-nucleon exchange mechanism alone does not give the 

predominant contribution in these reactions and future experiments must clarify effects 

beyond tlie inipulse approsimation. 
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Appendix A 

The covariant expression of the vertex function r ( D ,  q) for the BS equation with one 

particle on mass shell is rather known and may be found, for instance in refs. [17, 23, 331. 

Here we present the covariant solution r ( D ,  q) for the full BS equation tvhen both particles 

are off the mass shell 

The eight invariant scalars hi(Dq, q2) are connected with the corresponding spin-orbit 

momentum vertex functions gi (pol Plab) , which are numerically determined in the deuteron 

rest frame, via 
- 

&hl = J2 
1 6 E; Md ( 2 ~ ;  - 2po + Md) (i& + 2p0 + 2 ~ ; ) ~ ~  + 



16 (Ei + m) i\ld Ei (-AId + 2po + 2 ~ ; ) ( 2 ~ ;  - 2po - &)g2 - 

(m + 2 ~ ; ) r n  

16(Ei - m )  (Ei + m)E;AId ( 2 ~ ;  - 2 ~ 0  + d&) (,\Jd + 2p0 + - 

(m + 2 E;) rn 
16(Ei - m)(Ei f m)EihId 

(-1Tfd 4- ?PO + 2 ~ ; ) ( 2 ~ ;  - 2p0 - 1\Id)gi - 

J3m 
, (-Ab + 2p0 + 2 ~ i ) ( h f d  + +po ; 2 ~ ; ) ~ ~  + 1 6pnIdEp 

J 3 m  
1 6p2\IdEi ( 2 ~ ;  - 2po - h f d )  ( 2 ~ ;  - 2p0 + fd&)g6, (A 3 )  

J 3 m  
SlLIdPlab 

(- hfd + 2p0 + 2E;)gs - 

J3m 
81vdPlab ( 2 ~ ;  - 2po + h&)g6, (A 4 

&m2 
8(Ei + m)A.idEi (2Ei - 2 ~ o  + hfd)d)gi + 

firn2 
8(Ei + m)hfdEi 

(-1% + 2po + 2E;)g2 - 

(Ei + 2m)m2 

8(Ei - m )  (Ei + m )  EiMd 
( 2 ~ ;  - 2p0 4- i\fd)g3 - 

(E; + 2m)m2 
8 (E; - m )  (E; + m)EihId (-1% 2po C 2 ~ ; ) ~ r  + 



sions are more informative and easily understood by the reader. 

10 Appendix B 

In obtaining eqs. (28) - (33) the following relations are useful 
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Figiire 1: The one-nucleon exchange graph for the reaction p + D = P'(@ = 180°) + D'. 



Figure 2: The spin averaged differential Cross sectiori da/&? for thc elustir proiori- 

dcuteron backmard scattering in the c.1n.s. as a function of the ~nc)riiciiturii of the r k -  

tcctetl proton in the laboratory systern. Dashed fine: corltriht;ion of rhc ~)nsiriw-tiiitq)- 

BS ~ v a ~ e s ,  long-dashed line: contribution of the Lorentz-l~sost ~fkc-ts rq. (51). stAic1 h i t l :  

fiill BS calculations, dotted line: resiilts of ~;.tlculatiolis ivitliin tlirl iisxi-rdcttivistit. iirnir: 

rvith the Bon11 potential tvai7e functiori. Expcrini~iital clata frrm $0, 331. 



Figure 3: The deuteron tensor analyzing power T20 for the elastic proton-deuteron back- 

ward scattering. Long-clashed line: contribution of the positil-e energy BS ivaves eq. (52). 

ctotted line: purely relativistic corrections computed by eq. (X), solid line: results of 

compi~tation within the BS approach eq. (551, short-dashed line: results of compiitatiori 

withiri the inini~izal relativization scheme (391 with Paris potential wave function. Esppr- 

inimtal data: circles - elastic backward scattering [T. 8, 1-2. 151, triangles - Tzo nieaxiirt.tl 

in tht: deuteron hreak-up reactioii [ G ] .  



Figure 4: The polarization transfer K for the elastic proton-deirtrron 1)xktvartl saaattf3riri:,.. 

Sotation as in fig. 3. 



Proton vector-vector tran@fer 

I I I 

Figrire 5: The ve-ector-vector polarization transfer coefficient from the initial proton to 

the final proton. Dashed line: contribution of the positive-energy BS wax-es (i.e., the 

non-relativistic lirnit), dotted line: relativistic corrections, solid line: full BS results via 

eq. (57). 



Deuteron vector-vector tranflfer 

1 I I I I 1 1 

Eigure 6: The vector-~ector polarization trmsfer coefficient frorii tlie initial d~utrircon to 

the final deuteron. Xotation as in fig. 5 



Eigirre 7: Tlie tensor-tensor polarization transfer coefficient from the initial deuteron to 

the final deuteron. Notation as in fig. 5. 



Figure 8: The relativistic corrections for the tensor-tensor polarimtion trrinsfm cocffici~iit 

from the initial deuteron to the final deuteron 3C0,L.~+0,LS defind by .rq. (ß0"j. Tzi rhe 

riori-relutivistic limit Xo,L.v+o,~s vanishes. 



Figure 9: X possible intermediate niechanism already included in the one-nucleon ex- 

change diagrani in the BS approach. 
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